
 Part Time Jewellery Making Course. 

Information, Structure, Terms and Conditions  

If you are interested in jewellery making this course will provide you with hands on experience, knowledge, training 
and creative therapy. You will learn a huge range of techniques most of which have been around for centuries and are 
still used in the jewellery industry today.  

The course is run one day a month at Wendy's studio at 9.30 until 12.30. The course also entails a few hours of 
practical and design work at home. All details of each session and homework is outlined online. 

The course is split into 12 sessions. Each session is designed to be done in order so that your understanding and 
experience of the different techniques will develop over the course. The course is also very creative and there is lots of 
opportunity for you to be creative and make your own designs within the sessions using the particular technique being 
taught. 

Wendy has decided to make this course an amazing experience for you as a student, as such there are only 2 or 3 
students per class. This means that with all the amount of personal tuition and less waiting time for equipment you will 
be able to produce items very productively and create many finished items. Some items may need to be finished at 
home or in another session if we have run out of time. Wendy may need to tweak some of your designs if they are too 
complex and too time consuming. 

Once you sign up for the course your place is secured and you are committed to attend all 12 sessions. You will be 
charged for remaining sessions if you decide to drop out of the course part way through. It is recommended to have 
already attended one of Wendy’s jewellery workshops prior to signing up for the course. 

Payment for each session is made on the day by cash or Bacs. Each session costs £100 which includes material costs. 
However, there may be some materials you wish to use which may be extra especially during session 12 when 
designing and making your own bespoke item. 

All tuition is led by Award Winning Wendy Kemp who has over 25 years of experience as a designer jeweller. Wendy 
graduated from The School of Jewellery in Birmingham in 1996 and is also a qualified gemmologist having qualified 
from the Gemmological Association and Gem Testing Laboratory in 2000. 

All classes take place in Wendy's Studio in Crowborough East Sussex where Wendy also runs individual one off 
jewellery workshops and where she also sells her own work. 

In the course you can make your own designs or copy one of Wendy's samples however you cannot copy one of 
Wendy's pieces from her designer retail collections. You will be encouraged to develop your own style and although 
you can copy Wendy’s samples for the course you cannot reproduce these to sell in the future. 

You will need some basic essential jewellery equipment which you need to bring along to each session. These can be 
purchased in the first session. This will include a bench peg, needle files, emery paper, emery stick, piercing saw and 
saw blades.  

You may also like to purchase at some point in the course a toolbox, round nosed pliers, flat nosed pliers, punch hole 
pliers and snips, at an additional cost. Wendy can also suggest some basic soldering equipment if you wish to make 
more items at home.  

Wendy will guide you step by step and ensure you have a full understanding of how to use equipment and tools safely 
which you will follow to ensure your own safety. 

Further enquires and for an application form please 
email  wendy@wendykempjewellery.co.uk 
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